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REGULAR PURE  PROJECTIVE  MODULES

DAVID  J.   FIELDHOUSE

Abstract. A structure theorem for regular pure projective

modules over any associative ring with identity is given. This

extends an earlier result for regular projective modules, which in

turn extended a theorem of Kaplansky on the structure of projective

modules over regular rings.

1. Introduction. Throughout this paper the word ring will mean an

associative but not necessarily commutative ring with identity; all modules

are unital.

In [2] the author proved a structure theorem for regular projective

modules over any ring, which generalized a theorem of Kaplansky [3]

giving the structure of projective modules over regular rings. Here we

extend these results to a much wider class of modules : the regular pure

projectives.

2. Purity and finitely presented modules. If PS M are left /.-modules,

Cohn [1] calls P pure in M iff X®P^X®M is monic for all right A-

modules X. We have called a module regular iff every submodule is pure.

Basic properties of purity and regularity have been studied by the author

in [2]. A ring is von Neumann regular iff every module over it is regular;

hence theorems about regular modules generalize those about modules

over regular rings.

A module G is finitely presented iff there exists a short exact sequence

0->-£—>-£—>-G-»-0 with both £ and £ finitely generated and £ free. We will

need the following

Proposition 2.1. A module Z is finitely presented iff there exists a

short exact sequence 0—>X—> Y-+Z-+0 with X finitely generated and Y

finitely presented.
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Proof.   (=>) Trivial.

(<=) There exists a commutative diagram, with exact rows and columns:

0 0        0

0 -> Xx -* Y i -* Zx -* 0

1 I        I
o^z„^ r0-z0->o

I      1      1
0^ X-* Y — Z -*0

1        1 1
0       0        0

in which y0=A*0©Z0, ̂  and Z0 are finitely generated free modules (and

hence Y0 too). Since Y is finitely presented Yx is finitely generated and

hence so is Zx, i.e., Z is finitely presented.

A module is pure projective iff it is projective for the pure exact

sequences; pure projectives are just direct summands of direct sums of

finitely presented modules. (See [2].) In particular projectives are pure

projective.

3. Relative coretractions. The results in this section will be stated for

the category of left A -modules, but in many cases could be extended

to more general categories.

If a and cp are maps such that a 9? is defined, we say that a has a (relative)

coretraction w.r.t. cp iff there exists a' with a'aç3 = ç?, in which case we

write (a, cp). Clearly (a, 1) iff (a, 95) for all 9? (for which txtp is defined,

of course); in this case a has a coretraction. Note that if <p=<pm<pe with <pm

monic and <pe epic then (a, cp) iff (oc, q>m).

Proposition 3.1.    Consider the following conditions:

(1) (a, cp) and (ß, x<p);

(2) (/3a, cp);

(3) (a, <p).
Then (1)=>(2)=>(3). Hence if(ß, 1) we have (a, q>) iff (ßtx, cp).

Proof.   Obvious.

Theorem 3.2. //'(a,-, 9?,) where {aj and {<pj are directed systems over

a directed set I then (a, cp) where a=inj lim a¡ and ç?=inj lim q>{.

Proof.   Easy.
We will say that (a, q>) holds for all finitely generated cp iff (a, cp) holds

whenever the domain of cp is finitely generated.
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Theorem 3.3. If a.:P—>-M is monte and (a, cp) holds for all finitely
generated cp then a is pure (i.e. P is pure in M). The converse holds if M is

pure projective.

Proof. Suppose we have a test situation (see [2]): i.e. a commutative

diagram:

£->£

where both £ and F are finitely generated free modules.

Let K=cpE, which is finitely generated. Since (a, cp) holds we have

a.'cLcp=cp for some <x':/Vf—<£\ Define o=a!y which makes the upper left

hand triangle commute, i.e. P is pure in M.

Conversely, assume M is pure projective and <p is finitely generated,

i.e. cp:K—>-P with K finitely generated. Our earlier remarks show that

without loss of generality we may assume that q> is monic, i.e. ÄTsPsM,

and that M = ©7 M¡ with each M¡ finitely presented. Since K is finitely

generated, K^ M'= ®r Mi where /' is a finite subset of /, and hence M'

is finitely presented.

Hence we have a commutative diagram (the test situation again):

ß
K->M'

V

->M

Since W/-TY ¡s finitdy presented and Pis pure in M, there exists cr: M '—>-P

such that aß=cp. Let tr:M—>-M' be the natural projection and define

a' = o*77. Then a.'acp=0TTu.cp=cjTTTpß=aß=cp, and (a, cp) holds.

Corollary. If P is pure in a pure projective module M, then for every

finitely generated submodule K of P there exists a relative coretraction

6K:M^>-P with 6K the identity on K. Hence a finitely generated submodule

of a pure projective module is pure iff it is a direct summand.

We will call a module M finitely pure coretractable iff whenever

yYçPsM holds with K finitely generated and P pure in M then there

exists a relative coretraction of a::P—-M w.r.t. cp:K—>-P. By the preceding

result, every pure projective module is finitely pure coretractable.
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4. The structure theorems.    We first prove

Theorem 4.1. A module M is the countable direct sum of cyclic modules

iff it has a countable set of generators with the property that for each integer

n^.1 the submodule generated by the first n generators is a direct summand.

Proof.   (=>) Obvious.

(<--) Suppose M has generators xx, x2, ■ ■ • , and write Mn=^x Ax{

for each integer n^l. Define inductively elements yx, y2, ■ ■ ■ in M such

that Mn= ©" Ayt for all n and M— ®x Ay¿ as follows: let yx=xx and

assume yi defined for all i^n. Decompose xn+x w.r.t. M=Mn@M'n as

xn+i=zn+i+yri+x to define yn+1. Clearly Jx+1 AXi=Mn+i = Mn@Ayn+x

and M= ©î° Ayt.

Corollary. Every count ably generated regular finitely pure coretract-

able module is the countable direct sum of regular cyclic modules.

Theorem 4.2. A module is regular and pure projective iff it is the direct

sum of finitely presented cyclic regular modules. If the module is regular and

projective, the components of the direct sum are isomorphic to one-sided

ideals which are direct summands of the ring.

Proof.    (<=) Direct sums of regular modules are regular. See [2].

(=>) Since every pure projective is the direct sum of countably generated

pure projectives [2] we may apply the preceding results and observe that

every finitely generated pure projective is finitely presented [2]. The

projective case is immediate.
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